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duos brush regular

duos brush black

duos round light

duos round regular

duos round black

duos paint black

duos sharp light

duos sharp regular
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Fabulos Rogh
Tragicomic lowing

izarre isinary
Grandios Stunning
Bombasti trong 
Radical peechless 

Tochy Genuine
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Three weights

For styles

Many voices



Three weights
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Grahical
  Graphical
   Grahical

Duos is a distinct, fast 
flowing hand writing font 
Duos has lots of variations for each letter,
a large repertoire of ligatures, three weights 
and four styles of terminals: Sharp, Round, 
Brush and Paint. Because Duos is monolinear, 
it is very graphical. A sharp monolinear script 
font pairs especially well with geometric or 
edgy sans serif fonts, such as Zeitung, but 
also with sturdy serif fonts. Use Duos in post-
ers, logotypes, shop windows or headlines,
as long as it’s short & big!

    light

              regular

    
black



Four styles
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s s
s sDuos Sharp

Duos Round

Duos Brush
Duos Paint

Duos is made for big sizes
— choose from 4 styles 
Duos boosts your look. Make your visual vo-
cabulary as grandiose, dramatic, sensitive or 
picturesque as you want. The black weight has 
four distinctive, different voices. Each of these 
black weights share the same metrics, so you 
can swap styles on fly, without any distortion 
to your layout. Want to become a signpainter? 
Choose Duos Brush. Always wanted to be an 
artist? Duos Paint is made for you. 

Brshed tais

all noses

Rogh strokes

Sharp ends



Pseudo handwriting
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Get loose
 troes
stactTake a second look & you 

start to notice oddities 
In Duos letters break apart, strokes are sudden-
ly being cut, they crisscross, overlap, get loose. 
These strokes definitely enjoy their freedom. 
These oddities are intentional: handwriting ain’t 
perfect either. Nevertheless, the overall rhythm 
and carefully crafted connections keep this 
handwriting together. The generous amount of 
alternate glyphs guarantees there is always a 
more legible, a more freestyle, or more timid 
version. Duos always offers several moods.
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the sharp family
3 weights

Shar



Overwhelmin Excit  
 ing assionated 
Toching Bipolar In-
tens ive  Extrardinary   
  Visionary Creative 
anas tic  Grandi

Duos Sharp Light
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peed s crit
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Duos Sharp Light
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Adventous Won
derul  Bazing 
ead Intensifying 
 Romantic Stunning    
  Mind-boggling  
 riking Positive 

Duos Sharp Regular





peedscriptMonobrsh
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Duos Sharp Regular



Dramatic Though
tul Styish istinct 
   timulating Pi
ctoresque Peasing
   Two-fac  Flowing
Graical Imagin
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Duos Sharp Black
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Duos Sharp Black
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902 9the round family
3 weights

      
Roundos



 Imaginative Artistic Ex-
uisitive ensational 
    Electifig Whim-
sical esthetical Sho
Emotioal Gl amoos 
Loving Charmig 
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Duos Round Light
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Duos Round Light
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   Satisfactory ustwor
wothy Etravagant  
    washbckling  
  Imaginar aunting
shionable  abricate 
   rendsetting Ple 
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Duos Round Regular



peedscriptMonobrsh
 PolleerTpog raphnderware DuoveraIllusionis
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Duos Round Regular



 amboant Char
  Attract ive Good-look-
ing Suggestive En-
chanting Power
fll  Mesmerising 
Substant ial Figu
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Duos Round Black
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Duos Round Black
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In case you missed it 
Yes, it is obvious: Duos Round fonts are made 
for a successful lifestyle. These fonts can sell 
anything. Round stuff makes people craving. 
State anything and your audience will trust 
you. So please handle these fonts with care.
As Black Peider would say: "Kamerat esiin!"
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Overwhelmin Excit  
 ing assionated 
Toching Bipolar In-
tensive  Extraordinary   
  Visionary Creative 
anastic  Grandio

Duos Brush Light
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Duos Brush Light
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Adventrous Won
derul  Bazing 
ead Intensifying 
 Romantic Stunning    
  Mind-boggling  
 riking Positive 

Duos Brush Regular
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Duos Brush Regular



Dramatic Though
tul Styish istinct 
   timulating Pi
ctoresque Peasing
   Two-fac  Flowing
Graical Imagin
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Duos Brush Black
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Duos Brush Black
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Just look how
happy Manish is.
That’s because he is
using a brush everyday!
Manish Kumar is a signpainter in Himachal 
Pradesh, India. He’s mastering the craft that 
has been in his family for decades. Do you
also wanna be a happy signpainter, but wonder
how to get there? We have a solution: take 
these Duos Brush fonts, and you’ll instantly 
have the craft at your hands. Hop into your
new lifestyle today!

He loves brushes.

You should too.

   Manisho 
 

duos brush black
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Brsh
    ush
 Bus

Hairlines? Sure. 
Duos Brush fonts accommodate perfectly fluent 
strokes mixed with imperfect brush hairlines — 
just look at how beautiful this combo is.
As Manish would say: "Instant karma!"

duos brush regular

duos brush black

duos brush light
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Charcteristi Inti
 mate tggering
   Exploiting Extreme    
 Twofold Seducing   
  ist  Breathtking 
     Powerfl Sophist

Duos Paint Black
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peedsriptMonobrshPolleerTpogrphnderwareDuoerbaIllusiont

Duos Paint Black
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Duos
Artistfresh
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Artistic impressions 
Duos Paint, one of the two very detailed styles 
in the Duos family, is made up out of rough & 
lively painted strokes, with all its accompany-
ing shortcomings. In contradiction to the super 
finesses of lighter weights, Duos Paint Black 
scores in being the most abstract and impres-
sionistic. As Liza would say: "Poésie brutale!"
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bonus

   One more thing.
No, oupe o them!



Passionated   Intens ive
Trend s etting  Creative

rstwrhy  Satisfac try
ttractive  Fluc tuatin
Chatterin   Atomatic

Outstand ing
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 care 

Duos is physically aware 
of its strokes  
Duos has a super intelligent OpenType engine 
which takes care of your t's — among many 
other tasks. Just remember to keep Ligatures 
and Contextual Alternates activated and Duos 
will take care of the rest. 

Alwys works! 
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Polyletters  
For thousands of years, ever since Sumerians 
invented writing, abstract shapes which we call 
letters have been designed with one function 
in mind: one shape represents one phonetic 
sound. Create a bunch of them, agree with your 
friend what they mean, write couple shapes in a 
row and voilá: the Word has born! 

‘In the beginning was the Word, and the 
Word was with God, and the Word was God’. But 
that is about to change. With Duos, one shape 
is not one letter anymore, but many! Not the 
Word, but the Words, Duos. Just like in real 
life when you have ‘love’, you also have ‘hate’. 
Finally it is possible to have oscillating words 
without absolute one meaning. Forget ancient 
limitations, rules, geocentric thinking. Open 
your mind for the multiversum. 

To be precise, we have to admit that in fact 
250 years ago there was one person mastering 
the skill of writing phrases with multiple mean-
ings: Nostradamus. When his texts got printed 
with the technology of his time, with typeset-
ters making mistakes, even more interpreta-
tions became possible. But he only had ordinary 
metal type to spread his message. Damn, we 
can only guess what he would have been able 
to do with Duos & polyletters!

+
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This was actually one of the starting points of 
this typeface: to create a visual style which al-
lows us to instill letters with dual content into 
words. That’s the reason for all those imperfec-
tions — to fool your eye & subconscious to read 
abstract shapes in context. And then let those 
abstract shapes sometimes have dual content. 
These letters we call polysemic letters.

Words that swap meaning
If you want, Duos can take you beyond your 
regular alphabet range. To explore the realms 
of polysemic typography and to create words 
which carry more than one meaning. These let-
tershapes do not represent just one letter, but 
many at once. Ready for a challenge?

A/H=�
a/c i =�
/o=�

A brain teaser!

67 polysemic letters of duos
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oloy
Ecology

 + Geology

e
ego + eye

rs
areas + circus

idnce
Evidence + Guidance

o
reload + school

l
relax + value

nm
anime + cinema ny

dandy + lonely e
date + love

Be smart, be polysemic 
Polysemic words open up another universe in 
visual communication, which doesn’t neces-
sarily have to be black and white. Spoken 
words owe their meaning not only to the 
words themselves, so why shouldn’t writ-
ten language have the same possibility? With 
Duos you can set words which can be read 
differently by different people. Say one word, 
and many words are perceived. Or just one. 
But which one? It always takes two people to 
communicate, the sender and the receiver, but 
in this case both are equally important as both 
of them define the meaning of the message. 
Ambiguity turns visual language into magic, 
making Duos the perfect script for illusionists.

cea
cheap + clean

ma�
removal + samurai

eas
reason + search

nder
tender +

 tinder get

forg
et + targ

et

ck
rock + suck

For ill usionist s

sy
cosy + easy

massa
ge + messa

gemssa
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Duos has its own 
polysemic dictionary 

The English dictionary as you’ve never seen it 
before, based on polysemic words of Duos. This 
dictionary suggests new words and possibilities 
as you type, you can search, browse and get 
suggestions in the online version. The printed 
edition brings the English language to a new, 
ambiguous level. Very helpful while making 
your poly-poetry, poly-songs & poly-novels.

Polydict ionary!
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0806 9
994
08Next to 10 speedy monolinear script fonts,

there is one bonus font: Duos Tools.

Classical embellishments? Not really.
Turn the page for more.

ToosPj
os
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026 883049
182

019
079

qweasd
rtyuhfg
iopmn
jklc

sharp tools

round tools

brush tools

paint tools
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026883049
182

erbao

019
079

a flat brush in action with duos brush black 
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883069Show your craftsmanship!
Duos is deeply rooted in hand lettering — enrich 
that feel even further with this toolbox. Show 
your brush, add ink spots, use strokes and ban-
ners to refine your graphic piece. All set up for
easy access on standard qwerty-keyboards. 

136
Keyoard  alette

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

8
8

9
9

0
0

q
q

w
w

e
e

r
r

t
t y

u
u

i
i

o
o

p
p

caps lock
a

a
s
s

d
d

f
f

g
g

h
h

j
j

k
k

l
l

shift z
z

x
x

c
c

v
v

b
b

n
n

m
m

y

enter

Q w e r t y u i o p

caps lock
A
a

S
s

D
d

F
f

G
g

H
h

J
j

K
k

L
l

Z X C V B N M
enter

shift

shiftshift

QWERTYUI

z x c v b n m

os ToosPj

OP
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88069
136

Snap pencils and brushes
to words within seconds!
The angle in the toolbox icons is pitch per-
fect, no need to rotate the tool icons. Use 
the keyboard palette (or the glyph palette 
in your app) to find the right tool and type it 
after a word for example. 

peedscript r
Polleerk
Illusioniste



A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I 

J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R 

S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  &

a  b  c  d  e  f  g  h  i 

j  k  l  m  n  o  p  q  r 

s  t  u  v  w  x  y  z
every duos font has more than 1000 characters. it would be silly to show them all here. so we give you just the first 53.
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Supported languages
All our fonts support over 200 Latin languages. 200? Yep, 219 to be precise. We call that the Underware Latin Plus character set. Those 219 supported 
languages allow you to reach an estimated 2.103.569.421 speakers worldwide. More info on: www.underware.nl/latin_plus

abenaki
afaan oromo
afar
afrikaans
albanian
alsatian
amis
anuta
aragonese
aranese
aromanian
arrernte
arvanitic (latin)
asturian
atayal
aymara
azerbaijani
bashkir (latin)
basque
belarusian (latin)
bemba
bikol
bislama
bosnian
breton
cape verdean creole
catalan
cebuano
chamorro
chavacano
chichewa
chickasaw
cimbrian
cofán
cornish
corsican
creek

crimean tatar (latin)
croatian
czech
danish
dawan
delaware
dholuo
drehu
dutch
english
esperanto
estonian
faroese
fijian
filipino
finnish
folkspraak
french
frisian
friulian
gagauz (latin)
galician
ganda
genoese
german
gikuyu
gooniyandi
greenlandic (kalaallisut)
guadeloupean creole
gwich’in
haitian creole
hän
hawaiian
hiligaynon
hopi
hotcąk (latin)
hungarian

icelandic
ido
igbo
ilocano
indonesian
interglossa
interlingua
irish
istro-romanian
italian
jamaican
javanese (latin)
jèrriais
kaingang
kala lagaw ya
kapampangan (latin)
kaqchikel
karakalpak (latin)
karelian (latin)
kashubian
kikongo
kinyarwanda
kiribati
kirundi
klingon
kurdish (latin)
ladin
latin
latino sine flexione
latvian
lithuanian
lojban
lombard
low saxon
luxembourgish
maasai
makhuwa

malay
maltese
manx
māori
marquesan
megleno-romanian
meriam mir
mirandese
mohawk
moldovan
montagnais
montenegrin
murrinh-patha
nagamese creole
nahuatl
ndebele
neapolitan
ngiyambaa
niuean
noongar
norwegian
novial
occidental
occitan
old icelandic
old norse
onĕipŏt
oshiwambo
ossetian (latin)
palauan
papiamento
piedmontese
polish
portuguese
potawatomi
q’eqchi’
quechua

rarotongan
romanian
romansh
rotokas
sami (inari sami)
sami (lule sami)
sami (northern sami)
sami (southern sami)
samoan
sango
saramaccan
sardinian
scottish gaelic
serbian (latin)
seri
seychellois creole
shawnee
shona
sicilian
silesian
slovak
slovenian
slovio (latin)
somali
sorbian (lower sorbian)
sorbian (upper sorbian)
sotho (northern)
sotho (southern)
spanish
sranan
sundanese (latin)
swahili
swazi
swedish
tagalog
tahitian
tetum

tok pisin
tokelauan
tongan
tshiluba
tsonga
tswana
tumbuka
turkish
turkmen (latin)
tuvaluan
tzotzil
uzbek (latin)
venetian
vepsian
volapük
võro
wallisian
walloon
waray-waray
warlpiri
wayuu
welsh
wik-mungkan
wiradjuri
wolof
xavante
xhosa
yapese
yindjibarndi
zapotec
zarma
zazaki
zulu
zuni

http://underware.nl/latin_plus/
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           How much does 
   Duos cost ?

          Test ont
        before buying?

      Go to www.
      underware. n

           P
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duos

cCan I test duos and 
other underware 
fonts before pur-
ChasIng?

Returning customers can test 
all our fonts for free. Directly 
download trial versions of fonts 
— for desktop and web — you 
didn’t acquire yet. The water-
marked trial fonts are for evalu-
ation purposes only. In case you 
want to use them afterwards, 
a regular license is required, 
and the test fonts need to be 
replaced with the retail fonts. 
Just login to your account. 
There you’ll find desktop- and 
webfonts for testing under the 
“download test fonts” tab. More 
info about testing fonts can be 
found at our support section.

Note: This feature is only avail-
able to our customers. If you are 
interested in the option to test 
our fonts but if this feature does 
not yet appear in your account, 
please email us.

wow nice,
but how 
can i get 
this stuff?
Easy. Underware’s online shop is 
always open. Go, purchase fonts 
with immediate download. Reach 
our physical products from the 
same shop as well. 

New!

New!

Dolly
book of war
mortificationand love

Get
your
hands
dirty!

you are
in demand

if you can draw!

Test your talent
with Liza Lettering!

Printed
with blood

Read at your
own risk
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All Duos styles

Duos Sharp family
Duos Sharp Pro-Light
Duos Sharp Pro-Regular
Duos Sharp Pro-Black

Duos Round family
Duos Round Pro-Light
Duos Round Pro-Regular
Duos Round Pro-Black

Duos Brush family
Duos Brush Pro-Light
Duos Brush Pro-Regular
Duos Brush Pro-Black 

Duos Paint family
Duos Paint Pro-Black

Bonus
Duos Tools Pro

Contact
underware
groenewegje 137
2515 lr den haag 
the netherlands
phone: +31 (0)70 42 78 117
fax: +31 (0)70 42 78 116
email: info@underware.nl 

Copyright
underware™ and duos™ are trademarks of
underware; 1999-2017.

this document is for evaluation purposes only.
this file has been downloaded 
from www.underware.nl 

About Underware
Zealotry wouldn’t be an inappropriate collective noun 
for Underware. They not only design typefaces, they 
live type –they educate about type, they publish about 
type, they talk about type, they want (and organise) 
others to talk about type.

There is an inherent honesty to their enthusiasm that 
betrays no snobbery–they simply think that type is 
very interesting and that everyone, given the chance, 
might think so too. Their work is among the most pop-
ular of independent type foundries – happy-go-lucky, 
high-quality, text-friendly typefaces for both display 
use and comprehensive typesetting. Underware’s type-
faces stand out thanks to unique aesthetics, finished 
quality, and a considered collective presence. Under-
ware is a refreshing and intelligent collective who, 
while taking what they do seriously, manage to not 
take themselves too seriously.
 – Is Not magazine
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